
Der Hal, 	 7/15/96 

This morning a screw
r-- 

Fell out of' the Hermes. Could not find it but 

took it for repair. 4hir 1.5 A fine Olympia pill rallifgot=forme that 

I wish I could uoe more easily. I'm used to hitting things tnat Fla are 

not the same, don't do th same thing. But it is a blessing! 

We do look forwArd tO y ur coming, ehen you are at biPA. Which 

is run by a nut but. nice Oeople go 	there. 

Thanks for the ckclosures. I've skimmed them and will refd them 

when Teen. 

I'm sure the ARRG's "well-knonw researrher,4
ip  
is Lane. But they defined 

assassination record not to include such records. 
1  had a tussle with 

them over that. They should discloce the records of what the agenciees 

did to and about critics een t.,ough it does not address the crime, 

for the 1992 Act requires that! 

No telling whetner COPA will collapse, as you ask. I wonder what 

keeps fA afloat. 

Soery, I have no recollection of the pamphlet you got Lee to do. 

I agree wit your hunch on why the FBI printed the FPCC leaf- 

let but do Not think Benif,ter's nrints wiuld have beeb on any of it. 

Or that the FBI expected to find his there. The basis the FBI could 

have hdd for withholding whose prints they lifted ended with the 

1992 Act, privacy.They should bF required to disclose that now. 

The Chronicle reYiews the crpppy boors still but not any solid works. 

So Morley is still booked on the leFonalines and their nonsense. So 

much for reporters being more critical and thinking more clearly! 

The Hermes lost that screw when I was on the last page of the 

last chapter oi the book-lert;i.h manuscript Honoreble_MeD, a work on the 

tiammission lawyers. Wish I could get the retyping done better. The OP 

former student who did virtually nothing on the loh Mailer manuscript 

has graduated and is getting A little work done on it. In more than a 

year she's not done half yet4K But I can do no better. I've quite a 

few such manuscripts donej)tp thr' cegree possible for me now. They'll 

be a record foi the future only, alas.But in time they will exist end 

to a degree will be available on diskettes. With which I can do not ping. 

But others can, some others. Best I can now do in any event. 

When you are here remind m,,e and I'll show you the extent of that 

work. Probably greeter in volume than I've published. 
1 

This /Too tirin now. Thanks and beat, 
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that was published in Four Dark Days in History  

[19631 which shows the shadows, there is a Jack 

Beers photo taken at about 3:20 published in "Four 

Days" [19641 that shows the shadows, there is a 

photo by Robert MacNeil in The Way We Were 

[19881 that also shows the shadows.) Since we 

know that the sun was in fact casting the shadows as 

shown in the photo on page 553, we can know that 

the Warren Commission Exhibit #715 which is 

shown on page 525 of P.O.P. is a fake, because 

there are no shadows on the vertical beam. 

CE 715 was presented to the Warren Commission 

by the FBI as an accurate representation of how the 

"sniper's nest" looked at about 1:15 PM while the 

spent rifle shells were still on the floor and before 

anything was disturbed at the scene. (Lt. Day 

testified before the Warren Commission that CE 715 

was taken before anything was disturbed at the 

scene.) We can easily discern that CE 715 is a fake 

and that the FBI and Lt. Day were lying because 

there are no shadows on the beam. The photo was 

obviously taken at night, with the daytime street 

scene on the street below added to give the appear-

ance that it was taken at 1:15 PM. Since CE 715 is 

a fake photo with some rifle shells lying on the floor, 

it is obvious that the DPD staged the scene because 

the shells were picked up and placed in an evidence 

envelope at 1:23 PM and removed to Police head-

quarters where they were turned over to the FBI at 

mid—night. It becomes readily obvious that the 

DPD was framing Lee Oswald, and the sixth floor 

"sniper's nest" was nothing more than a stage prop 

to bolster their lie. 

There are many more examples of fakery and 

deceit that Trask could have seen, if he had simply 

examined his material with an open mind. Since I 

feel that Trask is a sincere and honest person, I am 

sure he would not have offered the opinion that the 

shots had originated from the SE corner of the sixth 

floor of the TSBD if he had fairly evaluated the 

evidence he had gathered. 

Though I have criticized Trask because of his 

inability to perceive the fakery and deception, and 

for presenting false information as a fact, I am still 

grateful that he published his book and provided us 

with so much new information. 
—Walt Cakebread, P.O. Box 514 

Denair, CA 95316 

To the editor: I was pleased to rea 

article regarding his rebuttal to Alex Coc 	in 

San Francisco (TFD, Sept. '95). I myself confronted 

the very same "leftist" Cockburn at a similar appear- 

' ance in Los Angeles on July 12, as part of the same 

book tour. Hal and I discussed our experiences vs. 

Cockburn at the October '95 COPA conference at 
i 

1

the Washington, D.C. Shoreham Hotel. 

My discussion resulted from Cockburn's avoid-

l ance of a pointed question from researcher and 

\ CTKA's PROBE co—editor Lisa Pease regarding the 

ubiquitous "magic bullet." Cockburn declined my 

invitation to demonstrate how a shot fired from 

above and to the right rear of the President could 

I enter the back (as is clearly evidenced by the 

1 autopsy photos, shirt and coat), and then exit 

'I Kennedy's throat, which would require reversal of 

the obviously downward trajectory from the De- 

) pository window. Cockburn labeled my proposed 

demonstration as "foolish." 

i Similar to Hal's experience, some others in the 

1 audience felt I had been too harsh on poor Alex. I 

pointed out to them my copy of Warner's JFK, The 

Book of the Film, which printed numerous critiques 

of Oliver Stone's film, including several articles by 

Cockburn, among them the Liebeler interview men-

tioned by Hal and another in which Alex called 

Stone a fascist. 
Our brief confrontation reminded me of another, 

in 1993. As President of my Rotary Club, I took the 

opportunity to invite critics Jim DiEugenio and 

Dennis Effie to speak at two of our weekly meetings. 

To be fair, I also hosted Warren Commission staffer 

Richard Mosk, who like Liebeler, is a west—side (of 

I LA) lawyer and  Book of the Film critic of Stone. (His 

t father, Stanley Mosk, still sits on the California 

Supreme Court.) After Mosk's speech, I invited 

1 questions from the floor. To maintain neutrality 

appropriate for my role at host, I waited until all had 

had their shots. Though most questions were criti-

cal, Mr. Mosk answered patiently, if a bit eruditely. 

urn 
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Finally, I had my chance, and I asked a pointed 

query as to why he felt DA Jim Garrison, and 

therefore Stone, were lunatics to think Oswald had 

a connection to the intelligence community through 

Clay Shaw when so much documentation later 

revealed Shaw's ties thereto, including the Permindex 

CMC records and Richard Helms' admission that 

Shaw had worked for CIA's Domestic Contacts 

Division. Mosk briefly stammered something about 

this all being a "figment of Garrison's imagination." 

When I pressed my point that, even if Garrison had 

a vivid imagination, he could not manufacture 

corporate records or put words in the former CIA 

director's mouth, Mr. Mosk, brilliant west—side law 

partner and son of a state high court justice, who 

had earlier bragged of attending Rose Bowl games 

in the 60's with Earl Warren, nervously glanced at 

his watch and announced he had to leave. He 

promptly did just that, leaving a benumbed audi-

ence of Rotarians and guests, all now thoroughly 

convinced that something serious was being hidden 

from them by this august guest and the Warren 

Commission he had attempted to defend. 

The point is, my friends, supporters of the lone—

nut theory will more often than not retreat swiftly or 

refuse a challenge to demonstrate their purported 

beliefs if we take the time to intelligently confront 

them. As dedicated researchers and searchers for 

truth, it is our duty to prepare ourselves to do so, and 

to take advantage of every opportunity we have to 

do just that. Kudos to Hal Verb. 
—Arthur Pineda, 1609 Cedar Ave. 

Long Beach, CA 90813 

CORRECTING A COMMONLY HELD 
MYTH 

by 

Arthur A. Swanson 

I wish to put to rest the erroneous belief that Sgt. 

Gerald Hill made the radio call which identified the 

shell casings found at the site of the Tippit killing as 

coming from an automatic pistol, not from a re-

volver. 
Many respected researchers and authors are still 

working with that mistaken belief. It is important to 

correct the record because Sgt. Hill has appeared on 

at least one nationally known TV program and said 

that he was "in error" when he made the call at 1':40 

p.m. 
He did NOT make the call, so how can impeach 

that evidence? 	 • 

There are two versions of a "transcript" of the calls 

in the WC volumes. Both are very suspect and at 

least one has been shown to have been altered 

before publication in the volumes. Therefore it is 

very dicey to use either for the solution of this 

matter. 
One should refer to Sgt. Hill's own testimony 

iven to the Commission. This appears in Vol. 7, pp. g 
143-66. 

Go to page 57: 
Mr. Belin: And the first one you made after 

you got in the car was 1:52 p.m.? 

Mr. Hill: Yes, sir. 

Mr. Belin: Now also turning to Sawyer 

Deposition Exhibit A, I note that there is 

another call on car 550-2. Was that you at the 

time, or not, at 1:40 p.m.? Would that have 

been somebody else? 
Mr. Hill: That probably is R.D. Stringer. 

Mr. Belin: That is not you, then, even though 

it has a number 550-2? 
Mr. Hill: Yes, because Stringer quite probably 

would have been using the same call number, 

Arthur A. Swanson 
412 Midway Island 
Clearwater, FL 34630 
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